
Assignments on PKI

Your task is to write a summary of one standard from the collection available at

https://datatracker.ietf.org/wg/pkix/

that we then make available to the other students. You must tell Andreas (signed and
encrypted by mail to a.t.huelsing@tue.nl with the subject starting with “[crypto2]”; see, e.g.,
http://www.win.tue.nl/crypto2/part2/2014/ for the public key) your first and second
preferred choice before May 22nd (Thursday) 23:59. Whenever possible you will get one
of your choices. The topic will be assigned to you on Friday, May 23rd.

You are asked to write a paper of 3, at most 5 pages. Your paper should be on a reasonably
high level, i.e., no very technical details (no ASN.1 please). You should focus on cryptographic
and/or PKI aspects. Write your own text, from which it becomes clear that you understand
the matter and that you can think, reason and write sensibly about it.

A note on copying, plagiarism and citing.

Copying text not written by yourself is not allowed (with the exception of citing,
see below). This holds for text from the material to be studied, and also from
other (web-)publications. This rule includes plagiarism (copying text written by
somebody else while making it appear as if it is written by you), but is not limited
to that, i.e., it is not allowed to copy substantial amounts of text from other sources,
even when you do add proper referencing. You should write yourself.

Citing is a different matter, and is of course allowed, but should be used with caution,
if used at all. Citing can be defined as: copying a small amount of text with proper
referencing, that supports, and not replaces, your own text.

Providing proper references to all your sources is mandatory.

The paper will be judged on understandability, sensible argumentation, and also on readabil-
ity. Adding your own well argumented views, comments and criticism will be appreciated.

Deadline: Monday June 9th, 23:59.
Allowed languages: English.

Deliver your paper in electronic form by e-mail, signed and encrypted, to a.t.huelsing@tue.nl
as a pdf document, again the subject line starting with “[crypto2]”.
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